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About CSIRO
The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) has delivered
solutions for the environment, business and society for over 100 years.
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Setting the Scene:
Perspectives on
Impact

What is research impact?
An effect on, change or benefit to the economy,
society and environment, beyond those
contributions to academic knowledge.
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Impacts
Credit: Jonathan Grant, King’s College
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Why impact planning, monitoring & evaluation?
Allocation
Informing strategy
Informing investment decisions for greater returns
Align capabilities to customer needs

Advocacy
Evidence-based articulation and communication of the value
of our work
Greater confidence for stakeholders

Analysis
Greater awareness of collective action and impact
Informing future program design and delivery
Improvement in performance management

Accountability
To Parliament, our clients and the public
Required by funding bodies and legislation (PGPA Act 2013 )

How is the CSIRO benefiting?
▪ Help delineate strategic and

project-level roadmaps towards
increasingly meaningful and lasting
impacts
▪ Helping move beyond outputs to

how research contributes to
impacts
▪ Enhancing our understanding of

how and why those impacts where
achieved (or not)
▪ Communication of our research

impact

Why should researchers be interested in impact?
• Increases the likelihood of achieving
outcomes from their work
• Increasing requirement of
government and other stakeholders
for funding
• Improved ability to align relevant
capabilities to end user needs
• Stronger ability to articulate and
communicate the value of their
work
• Provide greater confidence to their
clients, the government, and the
public
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CSIRO’s Impact Framework
Engagement
Feedback

INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

eg. resources,
staff

eg.
methodology,
work

OUTCOMES

IMPACT

eg. Change in
working
practices,
technology
licences

eg. social,
environmental,
economic

Direct influence

Indirect influence

OUTPUTS
eg.
publications,
reports

Planned work
Intended results
Can be controlled
Impact activity
Planning
Monitoring

Evaluating
Derived from the work of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation

CSIRO’s Impact Framework

EXAMPLES

DEFINITION

METHODOLOGY

Engagement

INPUTS

Feedback

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

Planned work

OUTCOMES

IMPACT

Intended results

Within your control

Outside your control

Resources applied to
deliver activities, such as
budget, people,
equipment, etc.

Actions taken or work
performed through which
inputs, such as funds,
technical assistance and
other types of resources
are mobilised with the
intention of achieving
specific outputs.

The research solutions,
services, and/or
capacities that result
from the completion of
activities within a
research portfolio or
project.

The intended or desired
short-to-medium term
effects /change expected
to be realised from
successful delivery of
research outputs.
It usually requires the
collective effort of
partners.

An effect on, change or
benefit to the economy,
society or environment,
beyond those contributions
to academic knowledge.
The desired change at this
level is through the
collective effort of partners
and outside the control of
the research manager.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• research/technology
development
• education
• industry engagement
(incl. SMEs)
• international
engagement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uptake
• Training accessed by
users
• Awareness of new
research protocols and
techniques

Economic impact
• increased economic
activity
• higher quality workforce
• productivity improvement
Environmental impact
• water savings
• habitat rehabilitation
• prevention of invasive
species
• reduced CO2 emissions
Social impact
• improved health &
wellbeing
• increased social cohesion
• Improved quality of life

staff FTE
non-staff FTE
appropriation funding
external funding
grants
in-kind contributions
equipment/facilities

Publications
prototypes
patents granted
training packages
students completed
new services
new/updated
standards
• reports

Adoption
• industry, government
&/or community usage
• process changes
implemented
• behavioural change
• sales of new products
• licenses / IP sold

What is impact planning, monitoring & evaluation?
IN SUM: The processes by which we determine future or realised impacts
This is what makes a difference
This is what we control or can influence

INPUTS

Resources used

ACTIVITIES

What we do

OUTPUTS

Anything we
have produced

What most research organisations
conventionally plan, monitor & evaluate

IMMEDIATE
OUTCOMES

Capability,
behaviour, etc.
change by
partners due to
our outputs

MEDIUM
TERM
OUTCOMES

Capability,
behaviour, etc.
change by
people
influenced by
our partners

IMPACT

System level
changes we
want to
promote

(Adapted from resultsbased.org 2016)

An example completed template

An example completed template

Not like this…

Key
green – local
pink - national
blue – international

The farmer

Lots of opportunities but also challenges
IMPORTANCE OF:

Impact in the abstract…

▪ Collaborations and

partnerships
▪ Enabling environment

▪ Sharing and learning from

successes & failures
▪ Flexibility
▪ Diversity of skills and roles

…and in practice

Understanding context and external factors
▪ Local/global economic

conditions
▪ Market conditions &

competitors
▪ Regulatory approvals
▪ Policy environment/changes
▪ Freedom to operate

▪ Social license to operate

▪ Trends

- Emerging technologies
- Growing/declining sectors
▪ Stakeholder influence

Some commonly cited objections to adopting an impact
perspective
• Time to impact – it is too long to effectively
track/measure
• ‘We can’t be expected to be held responsible
for impact!’
• ‘Who is going to pay for ongoing monitoring?’
• It is an affront to scientific integrity &
independence
• It negatively affects the quality of scientific
outputs
• It is not applicable to ‘blue sky’ science
• Increased workloads for researchers/project
staff
• Loss of opportunity for serendipity
• ‘We already do this’ – confusion between
impact planning & project management
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Impact PM&E in
Practice

Key Steps
1

Planning

1. Identifying the impacts
2. Developing the impact
pathway
3. Selecting the indicators
4. Measuring changes in
indicators
5. Developing the
monitoring plan

2

Monitoring

1. Monitoring progress
towards projected
impact
2. Adaptive monitoring
3. Gathering information
for evaluations

3

Evaluation

1. Deciding on evaluation
purpose and audience
2. Selecting case studies
3. Describing the impact
pathway for major
outcomes to assess
4. Developing agreed
evaluation questions
5. Deciding the
information gathering,
resources and timing
6. Building your
evaluation plan

1 The Basics: Planning
Consider:
▪ Different types of research have

different pathways to adoption and
impact
▪ Research often has multiple

pathways to impact
▪ Design activities to match adopters

and beneficiaries needs and
conditions

1

The Basics: Planning cont.

Consider:
▪ What are the intended benefits and potential negative

outcomes?
▪ Who might adopt? (target users and intermediaries)
▪ Why would they adopt?
▪ What do they adopt?

▪ What might promote or impede adopters and beneficiaries?
▪ When do we need to engage with stakeholders?

1

The Basics: Planning cont.

Identifying the impacts you are trying to deliver:
▪ Do we adopt a triple bottom line perspective?
▪ What is the purpose of our organisation? How do our proposed

impacts align with this?
▪ What is our organisation’s strategy? How will the delivery of our

intended impacts assist in achieving this?
▪ Who are our key stakeholders? What are their expectations of us

in relation to impact?
▪ Focus on 2 key questions: (a) what does success look like? (NB:

it is generally not a publication in a leading journal or that the
budget has been spent! ☺); (b) what is the ultimate answer to
the ‘so what’ question?

2 The Basics: Monitoring
Consider:
▪ Are we on track according to plan?
▪ Is the plan still the right plan?

▪ What adjustments do we need to

make?
▪ What metrics will tell the story,

capture the relevant information, and
not be too costly to collect?

2 The Basics: Monitoring
Monitoring & the link to the impact
pathway:
▪ From our perspective, the impact

pathway canvas should drive the
approach to monitoring progress
(and to program/project evaluation)
▪ The pathway provides the essential

structure of a monitoring &
evaluation plan (M&E)
▪ A critical pathway to impact should

be identified in the pathway canvas
▪ Relevant indicators & associated ways

of providing evidence should be
assigned to this critical pathway

2 The Basics: Monitoring cont.
What are indicators, measures and metrics?
An indicator tells you WHAT you will measure in order to assess whether
each condition or event (represented in a box in the impact pathway) has
been achieved or not.

• E.g. ‘Greenhouse Gas Emissions’, ‘Frost Free Seasons’, and ‘Precipitation’
are common indicators of climate change.
Measures and metrics tell you HOW your indicator is going to be
measured. They quantify or qualify a result.
• E.g. A metric for the indicator ‘Frost Free Seasons’, is:
• # of frost free days per year. It could also be: Average # of frost free
days from 1980-1999.
How you measure your indicator will depend on what you want to know
– they need to be fit for purpose ☺

3

The Basics: Evaluation
Consider:
▪ Which positive and
negative, intended and
unintended, direct and
indirect impacts?
▪ How and why were the

impacts achieved, or not
(causality)?

▪ Which methods are

appropriate for indicating
the value of different
types of impact
(evaluation design)?

3 The Basics: Evaluation cont.
Consider:
▪ What is the counterfactual – what might have happened

without the project/program?
▪ What role did the research organisation play alongside

other partners (attribution/contribution)?

THE R&D ‘IMPACT’ LIFECYCLE
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The Basics: Evaluation (maturity and evidence required)
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Capability

Discovery

Development

Deployment

Knowledge,
skills, etc.

Invention

Innovation

Commercialisation,
policy adoption,
etc.

DATA YOU WILL NEED

Maintain and produce further
capability
INNOVATION SYSTEMS

Inputs Data

R&D Outputs and Extension

IMPACT

Outcomes/
TBL Impact Evidence

Our impact in action – planning

Our impact in action – Evaluation Guides
and Impact Case Studies

Our impact in action – case studies
examples
104 case studies and counting…
Future Industries

Agriculture

Natural Environment

Health

Longwall Mining
Cereal Rust Disease
AAHL

Concentrating Solar

eREEFS

Colvera

OptiCOOL

Atlas of Living Australia

EpiSCOPE

Energy Waste

Grapevine breeding

Cotton Varieties
Prawn breeding and
novel feed

RAFT

Rabbit Biocontrol
Integrated Water
Resource
Assessments

Assessment of CSIRO Impact and Value
To provide a contemporary estimate of the benefit-cost ratio for investment in
CSIRO and contextualise this in the organisation’s overall value.
Quantified the value of
43 existing case studies
to date

Qualitative assessment of
six other pathways through
which CSIRO deliver value

PV of benefits

Benefits

$4.5b
per year (43 case studies)

~4 times
funding provided to
CSIRO

Annual benefits from CSIRO research

> $9 Billion
Research portfolio provides estimated return >

6:1

Some lessons from practice
Purposeful user engagement and communication strategies
are required
Value of knowledge & technology translators, amplifiers and
influencers
Value of social science to understand and help manage
complex, systemic changes
Practice and cultural change required: Performance leadership
+ appropriate incentives + organisational capacity

Flexibility in approach to evaluation. Not just about BCR and $,
but broader value and learning. Mix the methods and be
willing to experiment

Embedding an ‘Impact Culture’ in research organisations
– Top down and bottom up

• Top Down:
•

Embedding ‘impact’ in key organisational processes – investment decision making,
external reviews, project management systems, reporting processes, evaluation & ROI
approaches

• Bottom up:
•

Working with researchers ‘on the front line’ – workshops focused on the impact
framework, co-developing impact pathways & monitoring plans with key stakeholders,
assisting monitoring & evaluation of impact, advocating a focus on long term, positive
relationships with users & other stakeholders across the impact pathway

Key messages
• Effective planning for, & monitoring & evaluation of,
impact is crucial for the ultimate delivery of that impact
through the uptake & adoption of research ‘babies’
• Researchers must engage effectively with end users and
other key stakeholders at appropriate stages across the
impact pathway to ensure the desired impact is realised
• Embedding impact culture in research organisations
takes time – and requires both ‘top down’ & ‘bottom
up’ approaches

Discussion

Standard Impact Pathway Canvas

Standard Impact Pathway Canvas

Impact Planning Activity – Build Your Own Pathway
As an individual (or in small groups), and using the pathway
canvas:

• Identify triple bottom line impacts
that are relevant for your research
[remember – strategy, purpose, what
success looks like, and the ultimate
answer to the ‘so what?’ question]
• Choose what you think is your
primary impact
• Develop a ‘critical path’ to impact
considering what outcomes, outputs,
activities & inputs would be required
for success
• Document any assumptions, risks, &
counterfactual

Impact Planning Activity – the Family Road Trip

• Open the envelope labelled ‘Road
Trip’ on your table
• Read the scenario
• Sort the cards according to the
categories provided
• What assumptions, risks & external
influences could affect the success of
the road trip?

Family Road Trip Impact Pathway

INPUTS
Family members
•
•

ACTIVITIES
Plan trip

Follow itinerary

2 adults
2 kids

Car
•

OUTPUTS

1 Toyota Land
Cruiser

OUTCOMES

IMPACTS

Learn about aspects
of Australian history

Make family
memories for years
to come

Gain a greater
appreciation of
Australia’s natural
environment

Strengthen family
bonds

Stay on budget
Drive

Luggage & camping
equipment
•
•
•
•

3 suitcases
1 tent
4 sleeping bags
Cooking gear, food

Find best ice cream
Camp

Enjoy trip as family
Documents
•

•
•

Personal
identification
Itinerary
Map

Visit attractions
Arrive at reunion on
time

Time
•

2 weeks vacation

Eat ice cream
Money
•
•

$
Budget

Reconnect with
extended family

Family Road Trip Impact Pathway
INPUTS
Family members
• 2 adults
• 2 kids

Car
•

1 Toyota Land Cruiser

Luggage & camping
equipment
• 3 suitcases
• 1 tent
• 4 sleeping bags
• Cooking gear, food

Documents
• Personal identification
• Itinerary
• Map

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

OUTCOMES

IMPACTS

Plan trip
• Input of all family
members on itinerary
• Parents develop and
agree on budget
• Parents book vacation
time

Follow itinerary
• # and % attractions on
itinerary visited

Learn about aspects of
Australian history
• # facts learned about
Australian history
• Children’s school
grades in Australian
history pre- and posttrip

Make family memories for
years to come
• # stories of the trip
retold at future family
events

Drive
• # km (total and
average)
• $ spent on Toyota
Land Cruiser, e.g. fuel
(total)
Camp
• # nights spent
sleeping in tent (total)
• $ spent on campsite
reservations (total)

Visit attractions
• # attractions visited
• $ spent on admission
to attractions (total)
Time
• 2 weeks vacation
Money
• $
• Budget

Eat ice cream
• # different flavours
tasted (total)
• # ice cream shops
visited (total)
• $ spent on ice cream
(total)

Stay on budget
• % budget spent
Find best ice cream
• Family consensus on
best ice cream
Enjoy trip as family
• Willingness to do
another family road
trip in the near future
• # times driver said “if I
have to pull this car
over…”

Arrive at reunion on time
• Attend welcome lunch
at Uncle Bruce’s
• # minutes late or early
• # deviations from
itinerary
Reconnect with extended
family
• # extended family
members talked to
• % extended family at
reunion

Gain a greater appreciation
of Australia’s natural
environment
• # facts learned about
Australian wildlife and
geography
• % time spent outdoors
while on trip

Strengthened family bonds
• Plans made for future
family reunion
• % family from this
year’s reunion that
commit to attend next
family reunion
• # cards exchanged
among extended
family at Christmas
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